TAKEWAY T1 Clampod
TAKEWAY --- Take Memory Anywhere！
Use for DSLRs, Cameras, flashes, smart phones, tablets,
Any mini-tripod can hold DSLR ?
Only Takeway T1 Clampod
Not only standing, but also clamping anywhere.
Not only for cameras, but also for smartphones & tablets.

I、 Brief
xtremely lightweight. Only 200g
Mini Size. Only 1/2 A4 paper
Wide range of load-capacity Ball head bear 3kg, clamping pressure for 40kg
High quality. 3-year Warranty. Made In Taiwan.
Easy to use. Only few seconds
Can be used anywhere.

Stand or clamp

Anytime, give you a hand
Anywhere, selfies more easily
“Takeway” take the wonderful memories anywhere.

II、 Background

A factory
manufactures the professional clamps for global market more than 20years. High quality and
durability are always commitments.
A R&D enginner
loves to Photograph, and grows up in clamp industry. He dreams to have clamps that are not only
professional tools, but also ones which can be brought in daily life.
An ordinary family
goes traveling, or celebrates birthday in house. Never want to miss any picture. Cameras,
smartphones, or tablets are always in daily life.
TAKEWAY T1 is created by the 3 factors. It is the first-ever such tripod in the world. The ball head
combined with a cantiliver clamp comprises this innovative tripod which has taken out patents in
many countries.
Swimming with the tide of the popularity of consumer electronics, T1 also provides a mounting
system supporting digital cameras, smartphones and tablets. Takeway T1 has lightweight, small-size
and high load-capacity, so T1 is highly portable, so that you can create wonderful memories
anywhere.

III、 System Function:
1. As a mini tripod stand. Height: 16.5cm
2. Clamping functions:
1) Thickness: 1~50mm
2) Cylinder: ∮4~50mm
3) Clamping pressure: 40kgf [Main material - Aerospace aluminum]
3. Quick Release System
4. CE Switch System
(For Digital Cameras, SmartPhones, Tablets)
5. Ball head Switch System.
1) Dismantle the original ball head.
2) Attach a 3/8” convert screw adapter to connection point.
3) Set up other brand ball head.

IV、 Functionality and usefulness:
What’s the perfect tripod in your mind!?
1) Lightweight!
Normal tripods with reasonable load-capacity are too heavy, aren’t they?
2) Small-Size!
Almost alll normal tripods can’t fit into our clutches or small bags. Do you want to take a tripod
when traveling or visiting a city?
3) High load-capacity!
Traditional mini tripods are characterized by lightweight and small-size, but their load-capacity is not
good. So far, no mini tripod on the market can bear DSLRs.
4) Superpower!
Traditional tripods can only stand on planes. If a tripod can be set up on most objects in our daily life
and mounted with smartphones or tablets on it, it should be very attractive.
Takeway® T1 is born to fulfill the above needs.
Takeway® T1 has:
Lightweight: 200g (just like a mobile phone)
Small-size: H: 15cm, W: 3.1cm, H: 17.3cm
High load-capacity:
Ball head: 3kg (DSLR + Flash light)
Main structure: 40kg (can be combined with professional ball head)
Superpower:
1) As a mini tripod stand.
2) Clamping functions:
Thickness: 1~50mm
Cylinder: ∮4~50mm
With the ability to clamp onto most objects in our daily life

Inner Jaw design for 3-point clamping. It’s much easy to hold a small rod.

V、 Emotional content:
If you are parents, you can easily take self-timer shots with your family.

If you are traveling alone, you can take self-timer shots with perfect scenes anytime.

If you are a consumer electronics user, T1 can offer better use. Not only for entertainment, but also
for work.

If you are traveling with good friends, is there always missing one person in the pictures?

If you are couples, is it hard to have photo together?

If you are professional photographer, is there somewhere not allow to set a traditional tripod?

If you are mountain climber, are you getting tired to bring a heavy tripod for taking so few pictures?

Do you have any special moment want to memorize but can’t find a good way ?

When going anywhere, remember to take Takeway® T1 with you, because you are unwilling to miss
anything worthwhile to create memories.
Accessory – Smartphone Holder for sporty. (4”~5.7”) T-PH02

Accessory – Flex Neck (Connecting with T1)
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